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Mores　as　Living　Law：
Sociology　of　Law　and　Economic　Anthropology＊
Tetsumi　Kato
●
1 What　is　the　Sociology　of　Law？
　　（1）The　prinnary　meaning　of　the‘economy’and　sociology　of　law
　　In　the　sociology　of　law，　we　study　the　legal　phenomena　and　interaction　of
written　laws　and　so‘ciety　by　any　methodology　available　to　us．　The　sociology
of　law　is　different　from　the　interpretation　of　law　where　we　intend　to　make
clear　the　meaning　of　the　Iaws．　The　sociology　of　law，　as　a　fundamental
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
jurisdiction，　is　independent　of　practical　jurisprudence　just　as　fundamental
medicine　is　independent　of　clinical　medicine．
　　The　primary　meaning　of‘economy’（Gk　oikonomiα）is　the　order　of　nature
which　integrates　many　social　elements　into　one　body．　In　economic　anthro・
pology，　we　study　the　order　of　nature　theoretically，　and　how　that　order　works
in’nUr　SOCietieS．　　　　　　‘
　　Ibelieve　that　the　origin　of　norms　of　behaviour，　as　the　prirhary　form　of
law，　conforms　exactly　to　the　above－mentioned　definition　of　the‘economy’．
Norms　of　behaviour　which　govern　man’s　actual　behaviour　appear　from　the
collective　mentality　of　members　of　a　society．　Therefore　there　is　something
in　comrnon　between　the　principles　of　economid　anthropology　and　the　prin－
ciples　of　the　sociology　of’law．
　　（2）E．Ehrlich’s‘living　law’（lebendes　Recん孟）
　　＊This　article　is　based　on　the　first　chapter（pp．3－52．）of　my　book　Hoshαkαigαku：Shuhyoteki　5九insei
toんo　no　sekαi（Sociology　o∫Lαω：1～eligious　Mentαlity　and　tんe　World（ザLαω），　Tokyo，1994．　I　am　much
obliged　to　Dr．　Mary　Carter　in　Hemingford　Grey　for　her　help　with　editing　the　English．
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　　Eugen　Ehrlich（1862－1922），　the　first　advocate　of　the　sociology　of　law，　lived
in　Austria・Hungary．　There　were　many　con且icts　in　philosophy　among　the
small　communities　in　this　area．　Social　order　and　the　norms　of　behaviour
in　each　community　were　in　danger　when　in　con甜ct　with　the　law　of　the
state．　The　situation　in　which　he　lived　and　hiS　feelings　for　it　affected　his
scholarship．
　　Ehrlich　differentiated　between　norms　for　judges　and　norms　of　behaviour
or　living　law，　lebendes　Recht．　In　his　opinion，　the　former　is　made　mainly　by
judges　on　the　basis　of　the　latter；in　real　society，　it　is　the　living　law　that
actually　rules　our　lives　and　regulates　our　behaviour；norms　for　judges　are
the　secondary　norms　that　work　only　when　an　action　is　taken；it　is　the　living
law　which　is　a　component　part　of　the　sociology　of　law．　It　is　separate　and
concrete　and　it　is　the　basis　of　a　peaceful　social　order；its　effectiveness　is
assured　not　by　the　sanCtion　of　state　power，　but　by　social　sanctions．
　　Ehrlich　showed　us　the　direction　for　research　into　the　sociology　of　law，
but　he　did　not　produce　a　theory　of　living　law　which　was　based　on　a　clear
social　theory．　It　is　my　intention　to　develop　Ehrlich’s　theory　of　living　law
within　society．
　　　Iintend　to　use　the　term‘mores’instead　of‘living　law’，　because　I　be－
lieve　that　norms　of　behaViour　are　closely　connected　with　a　deep　traditional
human　mentality　and　collective　unconsciousness（K．　G．　Jung）including　reli－
gious　faith　or　something　similar，　and　because　I　do　not　feel　able　to　express
the　meaning　of　such　norms　of　behaviour　by　the　old　term，‘living　law’．
●
2 Society　or　Community　as　a‘living　thing’
　　（1）Society　is　more　than　a　gathering　of　individuals．
　　Norms　of　behaviour　or　mores　are　produced　from　the　collective　mentality
of　members　of　a　society．　If　this　is　so，　I　need　to　define　the　term‘society’．
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Society　is　in　the　abstract　a　cooperative　union　of　individuals，　and　in　the
concrete　a　large　or　small　group　of　life．　But　society　is　more　than　a　gathering
of　individuals．
　　　ノ　　Emile　Durkheim（1858－1917）stated　that　society　is　something　more　than　a
gathering　of　individuals．　He　criticizied　reductionism　into　constituent　parts
along　the　analogy　of　biology．　He　told　us　that　life　is　not　in　constituent　parts，
but　in　the　whole；the　whole　is　different　from　a　gathering　of　constituent
parts，　and　the　attribute　of　the　whole　is　different　from　each　constituent
part．　Durkheim　definitely　adopted　holism　not　reductionism．　His　views　were
accepted　and　followed　by　structural　anthropologists．　The　laws　of　structure
are　applied　to　a　gathering　of　constituent　parts　in　structuralism．　Therefore
individuals　are　integrated　by　laws　of　structure　into　society．
　　（2）From　theory　on　life　to　social　theory
　　If　we　now　turn　our　attention　to　the　study　of　biology　today，　Professor
Hiroshi　Shimizu，　a　biologist，　has　been　doing　research　on　the　living　state．
He　suggests　that　we　should　apply　the　theory　on　life　to　sociology，　so　that
society　could　be　regarded　as　a‘1iving　thing’in　the　same　way　as　we　define　a
living　creature．　In　his　opinion，　there　is　one　aspect　which　could　be　understood
by　analyzing　the　parts　and　another　which　could　not　be　understood　in　this
way；our　understanding　of　the　living　state　belongs　to　the　latter；therefore
we　need　to　consider　human　beings　and　society　on　the　basis　of　the　values　of
the　living　state．
　　In　biology　the　living　state　means　the　continuous　self－formation　of　order
in　tissue．　We　can　also　say　that　the　concept　of　self－formation　occurs　in　the
state．　This　means　a　birth　of　life．　We　can　observe　it　in　a　birth　and　in　the
continuance　of　society　just　as　in　the　world　of　biological　life．　It　is　my　opinion
that　some　power　works　in　the　self－formation　of　order　in　the　world　of　life
and　a　similar　power　works　in　a　birth　and　in　the　continuance　of　society．
　　In　Shimizu’s　opinion，　there　are　two　important　aspects　to　the　self－formation
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of　order　in　a　living　thing；one　is　that　the　constituent　parts　form　an　order
in　cooperation　with　the　development　of　the　whole　system；another　is　that
each　constituent　part　can　move　in　space　and　select　the　best　conditions　for
the　development　of　the　system　in　the　particular　circumstances．
　　In　the　first　aspect，　a‘field　of　order’，　which　could　continue　and　develop
the　order，　occurs　as　soon　as　the　constituent　parts　form　an　order　in　the
whole．　The‘field　of　order’draws　the　adj　oining　constituent　parts　into　itself．
It　controls　the　movement　of　the　constituent　parts　and　gives　them　a　situation
in　which　to　form　an　orderly　whole．　This　logic　can　be　applied　to　the　means
whereby　men　form　an　orderly　society．
　　In　the　second　aspect，　the　movement　of　the　constituent　parts　inside　the
system　of　a　living　thing　corresponds　to　an　individual’s　freedom　of　behaviour．
If　the　constituent　parts　cannot　move　and　the　system　in　a　living　thing　is
丘xed，　the　system　cannot　meet　environmental　changes　and　will　pass　away．　If
individual　freedom　of　behaviour　is　not　allowed　in　a　society，　no　member　of　it
can　enjoy　freedom　and　the　society　will　fall　in　the　course　of　time；accordingly
we　need　both　self－formation　of　order　and　a　guarantee　of　individual　freedom
to　continue　and　develop　our　society．
　　　（3）The　spiritual　element・in　the　formation　of　society
　　　In　Durkheim’s　opinion，　members　of　a　society　obey　the‘vital　power’of　a
society　and　realize　their　inferiority　to　it　when　they　adapt　themselves　to　the
internal　order　of　the　society．　They　do　so　by　making　sensitive　and　symbolic
representation　through　religion．
　　　His　opinion　suggests　that　human　beings　have　had　a　deep　reverence　for
such　a　power　since　ancient　times．　Reading　the　history　of　the　world　reveals
that　almost　all　communities　have　had　their　own　religious　world．　Their
collective　entity　is　personi丘ed　in　some　form　of　holiness．　A　deep　reverence
for　holiness　is　an　essential　characteristic　of　a　collective　entity、　The　internal
power　of　a　society　is　interpreted　through　its　religion．　Accordingly，　such　a
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spiritual　experience，　namely　a　religious　sense　of　human　beings　as　part　of　a
collective　entity，　becomes　a　moment　for　the　formation　of　a　human　society．
In　this　case　the　religious　representation　is　not　always　God，　but　can　also　be
an　idea　or　ideology．
　　　Village　communities　in　medieval　Europe　were　certainly　regulated　by　the
economy　in　the　narrow　sense　of　the　word　because　they　were　agrarian　com－
munities．　But　the　unity　of　the　community－was　strengthened　by　its　Christian
faith　which　was　sustained　by　the　village　church．　The　church　was　a　symbol
of　the　spiritual　beliefs　of　the　villagers．　The　same　may　be　said，　no　doubt，　of
aparish　guild　for　a　religious　community　in　a　medieval　town．　The　internal
order　in　the　Ainu（a　minority　race）society　in　Japan　was　regulated　by　a
．power　of　Kamui（one　of　the　gods）as　an　entity　from　another　world．　Similar
examples　are　abundant　in　the　history　of　the　race．
　　　Such　spiritual　experiences　may　be　observed　in　the　formation　of　an　arti－
ficial　society　or　group．　Take　a　jury　for　example．　Its　history　has　lasted　at
least　eight　hundred　years．　Twelve　jurors　are　selected　at　random　as　repre－
sentatives　of　a　certain　society　at　the　beginning　of　the　procedure　of　a　trial
by　jury．　Some　people　may　be　exempted　for　various　reasons　and　some　chal－
lenged　for　no　reason　from　dozens　of　jury　candidates．　It　is　then　decided
that　twelve　persons　will　be　the　jurors．　They　then　swear　by　God　to　do　their
duty　as　jurors　raising　their　right　hands　or　laying　them　on　the　Bible．　People
who　originally　do　not　know　each　other　become　an　integrated　group　with　a
sense　of　purpose　after　they　have　been　sworn　in．　Their　collective　purpose
is　to　reach　a　fair　verdict．　A　lot　of　consciousness　is　purposefully　integrated
into　one　entity　by　a　religious　moment　and　a　collective　mentality　occurs　by
the　internal　power　of　the　collective　entity．　Such　an　oath　to　form　a　jury　is
akind　of　initiation　ceremony．　It　is　not　a　mere　formality，　but　a　ceremony
at　the　risk　of　twelve　jurors’spiritual　lives．　After　the　ceremony　they　start
to　work　as　a　group　which　has　certain　moral　standards　in　common　to　them
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all．
　　（4）The　individual　and　society
　　Asociety，　which　is　comprised　of　individuals，　obeys　certain　laws　of　struc－
ture．　A　system，　which　is　formed　by　these　laws，　aims　to　integrate　the　in－
dividuals　into　a　society，　which　then　appears　as　an　objective　entity　which
individuals　cannot　easily　go・against．　Therefore　society　on　occasion　can
suppress　the　individual．
　　Social　phenomena　are　always　external　to　an　individual　and　an　individ－
ua1’s　life　is　sometinies　different　from　the　social　life．　Individual　conscious－
ness　is　different　from　collective　consciousness．　However　the　latter　cannot
perform　without　the　former．　The　latter　imposes　a　structure　on　the　former．
This　means　that　micro　mentalities　form　a　macro　mentality　and　then　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ltt
latter　feeds　back　to　the　former．
●
3 Mores
一（1）Aristotle　on　the　concept　of　the　mores
　　We　will　begin　by　considering　Aristotle’s（384－322　B．　C．）thoughts　on　the
mores．　The　Greek　word　for　mores　was　nbmoi、（sing．　nomos）．　While　nomos　as
time　passed　became　to　mean　a　law，　it　had　originally　meant　the　custom　of
acertain　community．　It　was　a　norm　of　behaviour　whose　validity　and　bonds
people　accepted．
　　According　to　Aristotle’s　view　on　the　mores，　the　essence（eidos）of　order，
which　originally　exists　in　a　society，　is　realized　through　a　collective　mentality．
From　a　viewpoint　of　the　riatural　law，　not　the　natural　law　of　God　but　the
natural　law　of　society　is　realized　in　the　mores．　The　mores　are　created　not
by　God　but　by　nature　itself．　In　the　natural　philosophy　of　ancient　Greece，
nature　was　a　vital　unity　which　subsumed　men　and　gods．
　　The　reason　why　the　effectiveness　of　the　mores　is　maintained　is　that
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movement　towards　the　approval　of　the　validity　and　bonds　of　the　mores
occurs　from　inside　the　human　community．　Group，　community，　and　society
have　such　latent　powers．　Aristotle　believed　that　the　ultimate　purpose　in
life　was　the　highest　goodness，　namely　happiness，　and　that　virtue　could　be
realized．　through　the　mores　in　a　community　so　that　all　members　of　the
community　might　become　happy．
　　Aristotle　suggested　in　his　writings　on　natural　sciences　that　nature　creates
nature（‘a　human　being　gives　birth　to　a　human　being’）and　rnany　principles
exist　in　that　process．　We　can　assume　a　logic　of　the　material　universe　or
providence　of　nature　in　his　views　on　science．　He，　however，　could　not　help
assuming‘the　first　immovable　motive　power’，　namely　God，　as　an　integrated
principle　of　nature．　In　his　philosophy　both　nature　and　the　mores　are　in　the
hands　of　God．
　　（2）What　are　the　mores？
　　As　Karl　Polanyi（1886－1964），　an　economic　anthropologist，　acutely　pointed
out，　an　economic　system，　namely　production　and　distribution　of　products，
is　embedded　in　a　social　system　of　a　non－economical　type　in　an　original
human　society．　As　a　general　rule　the　economy　of　man　is　buried　in　social
relationships．　This　is　in　the　non－market　society　as　Polanyi　called　it．
　　In　the　market　society，　on　the　other　hand，　an　economic　system　determines
the　social・factors．　Economy　is　not　embedded　in　social　relationship，　but
social　reIationships　are　embedded　in　the　economic　system．　In　order　to
understand　a　modern　society　we　have　to　distinguish　between　an　economy
embedded　in　society　and　an　economy　separate　from　society．
　　From　the　viewpoint　of　legal　phenomena，　the　law　in　its　broader　sense
is　a　reflection　of　society　in　the　non－market　society，　but　the　law　is　also　a
reflection　of　the　economy　in　the　market　society．　Within　this　meaning　it
is　reasonable　to　state　that　laws　in　the　market　society，　such　as　the　law　of
ownership　and　the　law　of　exchange　of　merchandise，　can　be　recognized　and
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studied　as　reflections　of　that　economic　entity．
　　In　the　market　society，　a　clearly　logical　legal　system　has　been　based　on
the　assumption　of　a　free　citizen　in　a　modernized　society，　and　if　a　dispute
arose　it　would　be　settled　in　court　on　the　basis　of　the　rule　of　law．　The
actual　behaviour　of　members　of　a　community，　however，　is　controlled　by
many　norms　of　behaviour　or　mores　in　the　community．
　　The　characteristics　of　a　traditional　society　or　non－market　society　sur－
vive　in　the　present　market　society．　At　the　base　of　the　society，　norms　of
behaviour　in　the　original　meaning　of　the　word　exist，　which　are　related　to
the　fundamental　entity　of　human　kind．
　　We　usually　describe　the　traditional　behaviour　of　people　in　a　certain　so－
ciety　by　the　word，‘mores’．　The　word　has　been　used　from　a　viewpoint
of　modernization，　civilization，　and　urbanization　as　follows：past　traditional
mores，　uncivilized　mores，　or　mores　of　the　countryside．　The　user　of　the　word
could　have　a　superiority　complex．　But　if　we　reconsider　the　meaning　of　it
from　a　viewpoint　not　limited　by　a　certain　sense　of　values，　it　could　appear
as　a　custom　of　a　group，　commqnity，　or　society　which　has　a　sociocultural
structure．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
　　Society　as　a‘living　thing’forms　an　order　by　itself　which　integrates　many
competitive　individuals　into　one　entity．　It　has　an　aptitude　for　self－formation
and　maintenance　of　order．　The‘field　of　order’or‘field　of　relation’，　which
integrates　many　individuals　into　one　society　and　maintains　the　order　of　it，
is　the　source　of　the　mores．
　　Mores　are　the　manifestation　of　a　philosophy　within　the　society　which
has　an　inherent　mythological　cosmology．　They　compel　the　members　of　the
society　to　behave　in　certain　ways　in　order　to　maintain　social　order。　People
are　bound　by　mores　which　lead　them　to　a　spirit　of　cooperation　and　a　feeling
of　solidarity　within　the　society．　While　law　in　a　narrower　sense，　for　example
state　law，　provides　firm　sanctions，　mores　leave　their　actual　effectiveness　to
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social　sanctions．　Ehrlich　also　tells　us　that‘1iving　law’becomes　effective　not
by　state　sanction　but　social　sanction．　The　formation　or　the　integration　of
society，　as　mentioned　above，　is　based　on　collective　religious　beliefs．　The
mores　which　regulate　the　behaviour　of　people　are　based　on　religion，　or
religious　ideas，　or　thoughts．
　　（3）Occurrence　of　mores
　　In　a　group，　members　of　it　cooperate　with　one　another　and　a　way　of
behaviour　peculiar　to　the　group　occurs，　which　may　be　different　from　that
of　an　individual　who　is　acting　independently．　Prerequisite　conditions　of
occurrence　of　the　former　are　integrated　collective　representation　such　as　a
collective　sentiment．　It　is　the　mores　which　regulate　group　activity　which　is
based　on　such　collective　・・sentiment．　Accordingly　social　solidarity　which　is
based　on　communal　life　is　the　source　of　the　mores．
　　　Areligious　element　plays　an　important　role　in　the　occurrence　of　mores．
The　religions　of　both　a　hunting　people　and　an　agricultural　people　were
originally　based　on　the　worship　of　the　power　of　nature．　From　primitive
ages，　a　group，　community，　or　Society　strengthened　its　unity　by　rituals　which
drew　on　the　tension　and　interchange　between　supernatural　powers（gods　or
adifferent　world）and　the　human　worId．　In　the　opinion　of　many　historical
anthropologists，　there　is　sufHcient　evidence　to　conclude　that　a　religious
feast　and　ceremony　activated　group　life　and　stimulated　group　sentiment．
Because　social　solidarity　is　produced　by　religious　feeling，　mores　which　are
the　principles　of　social　solidarity　are　brought　out　and　strengthened　by　it　as
well．
　　　（4）Characteristics　of　mores　　　　　　　　　　　　　．
　　　There　are　three　characteristics　of　mores．　First，　there　are　the　facts　which
are　repeated　regularly　in　group　life．　Secondly，　there　are　the　norms　which
the　group　imposes　on　its　members．　Thirdly，　there　is　the　will　which　the
group　has．　We　will　consider　these　characteristics　in　detail．
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　　（a）Mores　as　facts
　　‘Social　fact’（fait　sociα1）as　a　term　of　Durkheim’s　sociology　has　a　meaning
similar　to　that　of　our　mores．　He　tells　us　that‘social　fact’is　a　way　of　be－
haviour　which　differs　from　that　of　an　individual，　which　binds　the　individual
from　outside，　and　which　always　exists　within　a　society．
　　His　concept　of‘social　fact’is　broader　in　a　sense　than　that　of　mores，
and　the　former　includes　the　latter　in　that　the　former　binds　an　individual
and　it　is　a　social　form　of　behaviour．　He　further　more　tells　us　that　what
produces　the　‘social　fact’is　nothing　but　collective　belief，　tendencies，　and
customs．　Accordingly　both‘social　fact’and　mores　have　several　meanings
in　common，　and　we　can　say　that　’in　a　sense　mores　are　also‘social　fact’．
　　Mores　acquires　a　kind　of　consistency　by　being　regularly　repeated　by　the
members　of　society．　When　we　say　that　mores　is　a‘social　fact’，　we　mean
that　the　former　repeatedly　appears　in　the　society．
　　（b）Mores　as　norms
　　The　internal　order　of　the　society，　as　mentioned　above　in　connection　with
the　movement　of　the　constituent　parts　inside　a　system，　is　secured　by　mores
on　the　basis　of　an　individual’s　freedom　of　behaviour．　A　structured　society
compels　individuals　to　observe　the　mores　in　order　to　maintain　the　system　of
society．　In　this　sense　the　mores　exist　as　norms．　When　Ehrlich　tells　us　that
the‘living　law’is　a　norm　of　behaviour　which　regulates　human　behaviour，
he　emphasizes　this　aspect　of　the　mores．　Stressing　the　externality　of　it，
Durkheim　tells　us　about　this　prescriptive　aspect　of　it．‘Social　fact’，　namely
mores，　is　not　a　product　of　collective　wil1；rather　it　binds　collective　will　from
outside；it　exists　as　if　it　were　a　mould　into　which　our　behaviour　is　poured．
　　Durkheim　regards‘social　fact’，　namely　mores　as　having　an　external　ob－
jective　existence．　He　thinks　that　it　acts　on　individuals　from　outside，　because
he　handles‘social　fact’as　a‘thing’．　This　is　his　original　idea．　In　his　opinion，
individual　habits　control　an　individual　from　inside　and‘social　fact’controls
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an　individual　from　outside．
　　But　the　mores　occur　inside　a　group，　and　they　are　fed　forward　to　an
individual，　and　then　they　sometimes　are　fedback　from　the　individual　to
the　group．　In　this　case，　a　collective　mentality　and　an　individual　mentality
lnterpenetrate．　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　－
　　At　any　rate　the　mores，　which　originally　regulate　individual　behaviour
from　outside，　undoubtedly　have　a　prescriptive　meaning　in　an　individual
mentality．　They　take　effect　from　social　sanctions　and　play　a　role　in　main－
taining　social　order．
　　（c）Mores　as　common　will
　　Ferdinand　T6nnies（1855－1936）calls　the　groups，　which　are　formed　on
the　basis　of　positive　human　relationships，　as　organizations，　the　groups，
which　are　existent　and　organic‘living　things’，　as　community　organizations
（Gemeinsch（沸），　and　groups，　which　are　idealistic　and　mechanical　formations，
as　business　organizatiorls（Gese〃scんα弗）．　He　assumes　that　the　mores　of　groups
are　equivalent　to　the　habits　of　an　individual，　and　tells　us　that　the　mores
are　the　animal　will　of　the　human　Gemeinschαft．　He　considers　the　mores　as
binding　the　inside　of　the　society　or　restraining　individual　wi11．　But　as　he
said‘a　ruler　obeys　a　customary　law　as　common　will　of　universal　validity
when　he　rules，　and　a　servant　when　he　serves　as　well，’and‘universal　will
which　appears　as　the　mores　or　customs，’he　understands　the　mores　as　the
common　will　of　the　integrated　society．
　　As　to　common　will，　we　notice　that　it　often　has　a　relationship　to　reli－
gious　factors．　There　has　been　collective　consciousness　and　unconsciousness
since　human　beings　appeared　as　human　beings　with　a　feeling　of　awe　in　the
presence　of　mysterious　matter．　I　believe　this　had　a　relationship　in　the　oc－
currence　of　religion．　As　a　matter　of　fact　the　mores　appeared　in　the　tension
and　interchange　between　the　human　world　and　such　a　religious　or　different
world．　Accordingly　the　mores　originally　occur　not　in　order　to　maintain
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the　order　of　a　group　or　to　offer　the　means　to　solve　a　dispute，　but　from　a
deep　and　profound　collective‘　mentality，　especially　collective　unconscious－
ness．　The　mores，　which　occur　like　this，　consequently　play　a　role　in　the
rnaintaining　of　social　order．
　　（5）Examples　of　mores
　　Iwill　take　three　examples　to　illustrate　my　theory．
　　（a）Redistribution　and　reciprocity
　　As　Karl　Polanyi　makes　clear，　there　is　redistribution　and　reciprocity　as
aprinciple　of　integration　in　the　non－market　society．　In　redistribution　the
members　of　society　are　under　an　obligation　to　offer　things　and　services
to　the　authority，　which　is　the　centre　of　political　and　religious　life，　and　are
rewarded　by　that　authority　for　their　offerings．　Centrality　is　essential　for　re－
distribution．　In　reciprocity　they　are　under　an　obligation　to　give　and　receive
something　in　return．　It　is，　as　it　were，　a　gift　and　counter－gift　relationship．
It　is　a　mutual　aid　relationship　in　a　broader　sense．　People　are　arranged
symmetrically　to　each　other　in　this　case，　and　the　symmetry　is　essential　to
reclproclty．
　　Polanyi　takes　a　festival　of　the　eighteenth　century　Dahomey　kingdom　in
western　Africa　as　an　example．　The　king　received　tribute　from　his　people
and．he　distributed　some　of　it　as　gifts　among　them　at　the　assembly　which
continued　throughout　the　day．　The　king　and　his　people　reconfirmed　their
mutual　relationship　and　mutual　obligation　by　the　exchange　of　gifts　of　this
kind．　This　was　redistribution．　His　people　had　groups　for　work　in　daily　life，
and　the　groups　offered　services　for　building　their　houses，　cultivation，　and
funerals．　This　was　reciprocity．
　　Let　us，　for　the　moment，　consider　other　examples．　It　is　wrong　to　assume
that　landlords　controlled　villeins　by　means　of　deprivation　in　the　manors
of　medieval　Europe．　In　the　boonwork　of　mowing　the　lords’meadow　and
harvesting　wheat　in　the　lords’demesne，　payment　was　made　in　kind　from
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landlords　to　villeins；in　addition　the　landlords　gave　them　drink　and　food．
It　looked　like　a　feast　at　harvest　time．　Landlords　also　supplied　villeins　with
food　during　famine．　Redistribution　was　carried　out　in　the　medieval　villages
in　this　way．　The　relationship　between　landlord　and　villein　was　regulated　by
manOrial　CUStOmS．
　　In　the　daily　life　of　villeins，　a　mutual　aid　relationship　existed　in　accor－
dance　with　the　custom　of　exchanging　gifts．　Goods　and　services　were　sup－
plied　to　each　other．　These　included　food　and　daily　necessities，　such　as
ploughing，　mowing，　harvesting，　building　of　their　own　houses　and　a　church，
and　construction　of　roads　and　waterways　as　services．　Meetings　were　held
in　the　church　and　the　role　of　the　parish　guild　was　important　in　this　situ－
ation．　The　ceremonies　of　births，　marriages，　and　funerals　were　held　there
and　the　church　was　the　centre　of　daily　life．　Redistribution　and　reciprocity
was　developed　by　the　interchange　between　God　and　man．
　　Recently　it　has　been　made　clear　that　it　would　be　untrue　to　say　that　land－
lords　forced　peasants　into　labour　without　pay　in　medieval　Japan．　Professor
Hisashi　Fujiki，　a　Japanese　historian，　proved　that　there　were　mores　which
regulated　both　landlord　and　peasants　in　the　early　sixteenth　century　village
of　Erαurα．　According　to　the　mores　the　peasants　had　to　pay　something　to
the　landlord　and　the　latter　had　to　give　something　to　the　former．　This　was
the　custom　of　redistribution．　Fujiki　produced　evidence　to　show　this．　He
thoroughly　examined　the・source，’Payments　from　peasants　to　a　land　lord’
（」Uyαkusん・－n・－3α8励α8んi）．
　　Fujiki　told　us　that　there　were　three　kinds　of　ways　of　redistribution　in
the　village，　namely‘Shugen’，‘Sαkαte’，　and‘Daihan’．　The　first，　Sんugen，　was　a
kind　of　banquet　held　by　the　landlord　at　the　religious　festivals　at　the　end
of　December　and　at　the　beginning　of　January．　At　that　time　food　and　drink
was　given　to　the　peasants．　The　second，　Sαkate，　was　the　money　given　by
the　landlord　to　his　peasants　at　festivals　other　than　those　in　December　and
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January．　The　third，1）αihαn，　was　the　food　given　out　every　working　day　by
the　landlord　to　his　peasants．　When　the　peasants　did　seasonal　work，　drink
was　also　given　in　addition　to　food．
　　Let　us　consider　the　above－mentioned　redistribution　and　reciprocity　from
aviewpoint　of　the　mores．　First，　the　redistribution　and　reciprocity　were　a
feature　of　the‘mores　as　facts’because　it　was　repeated　as‘social　fact’．　Sec・
ondly，　it　was　not　usually　perceived　as　a　norm；but　when　a　dispute　happened
it　appeared　as　a　norm，　which　included　duties　and　rights．　In　this　sense　it　had
afeature　of　the‘mores　as　norms’．　Thirdly，　it　was　carried　out　not　on　or－
ders　from　anybody，　but　voluntarily．　It　was　a　time－honoured　custom．　It　was
directed　by　the　basic，　deep　mentality　of　a　group，　which　could　be　explained
by　the　theory　of‘onerous　gift’（Marcel　Mauss）．　Accordingly　it　contained　a
feature　of　the‘mores　as　common　will’．
　　（b）AGod’s　penny　as　earnest　money
　　Merchants　often　put　a　deposit　down　in　their　dealings　in　medieval　Europe．
The　earnest　money　was　called‘a　God’s　penny’（denαrius　dei）．　It　bound　the
－original　contract　absolutely　at　least　in　the　early　years，　because　the　silver
coin　of　one　penny　was　donated　to　the　church　and　purified　before　God．　If　mer－
chants　broke　their　promise　afterwards，　this　meant　that　they　had　betrayed
God　and　their　eternal　life　could　not　be　guaranteed．
　　Money　was　originally　connected　with　the　religious　and　spiritual　factors
to　be　worshipped　and　Was　sometimes　considered　as　a　thing　which　helped　to
strengthen　the　bonds　of　a　group．　It　had　spiritual　power．　Therefore，　even
if　a　coin　not　puri丘ed　in　church　was　paid　as　earnest　money，　the　giving　of
it　could　put　pressure　on　the　recipient　to　keep　his　promise．　In　addition　the
payer　was　also　bound　to　keep　his　promise．　When　the　coin　was　purified　in
Christianity，　it　would　have　had　a　stronger　influence　on　the　merchant，　if　they
were　all　Christians．
　　　God’s　penny　had　an　external　power　as　far　as　an　individual　was　concerned
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in　Christian　society．　Payment　of　God’s　penny　was　repeated　in　dealings，　so
it　was　the‘mores　as　facts’．　It　bound　the　merchants　through　their　shared
beliefs．　In　this　sense，　it　contained　a　feature　of　the‘mores　as　norms’．　Mer－
chants　were　engaged　in　dealings　in　collective　consciousness　in　medieval
Catholicism　which　was　more　collective　than　Protestantism．　God’s　penny
was　earnest　money　which　functioned　effectively　among　the　merchants　who
were　supported　by　a　collective　faith．　It　contained　a　feature　of　the‘rnores
aS　COmmOn　Will’．
　　（c）Compurgation（Wager　of　law）
　　Compurgation　was　an　acquittal　from　a　charge　or　accusation　obtained
by　the　swearing　of　an　oath　by　witnesses　who　the　defendant　was　required
to　produce．　It　was　used　as　a　method　of　proof　in　medieval　England．　For
example，　a　person（defendant）who　was　accused　of　theft　asserted　his　inno－
cence　in　accordance　with　the　form，　swearing　an　oath　before　God．　After
that　a　fixed　number　of　compurgators（oath－helpers）swore　and　declared　in
accordance　with　the　form　that　the　defendant’s　oath　was　pure　and　not　false．
The　essential　point　was　that　compurgators　testified　not　to　the　defendant’s
innocence　on　the　basis　of　the　facts　that　they　knew，　but　testified　that　the
defendant’s　oath　was　pure　and　not　false，　namely　that　they　would　believe
the　defendant’s　oath．　Because　they　believed　that　God　would　never　forgive
aperjurer，　the　effect　of　the　compurgation　was　guaranteed．
　　Compurgation　was　a　collective　oath．　It　was　guaranteed　by　communal
relationships．　It　was　repeated　in　the　courts　of　law，　had　a　prescriptive　char－
acter，　and　was　an　example　of　the　collective　consciousness　of　Christianity．
Accordingly　it　contained　the　three　characteristics　of　the　mores．
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